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About the club

The PD club allows opinions to be voiced and raise issues of local to global importance to be 
discussed at length. 

The every week’s sessions allows the members to uncover various issues and develop 
opinions considering all the perspectives. 

As the Parliamentary debate are extemporaneous the club’s current affairs sessions helps the 
members to develop confidence and keeps them up to date on all of the current affairs.



A fun way of developing oratory skills

Build critical thinking and 
communication skills

To help students increase their interest 
towards subjects like public policy, 
politics, law, philosophy, current issues

Gain a better appreciation for the diverse 
perspectives that make up the public sphere
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Objectives of the club



PARLIAMENTARY DEBTAE:

➢ Follows a particular speakers forum 

format. 

➢ Extemporaneous debate. 

➢ Multiple motions in a single competition.

NORMAL DEBATE:

➢ Simple speakers format.

➢ Pre given topics

➢ Single topics.

Difference between PD and normal debate 



The month of September 2020 was full of excitement and 

enthusiasm for the members of the club as well as all students of 

the college as FULMINARE was an event, first of its kind hosted in 

D.E.S Shri Navalmal Firodia Law College.

A three day long Competition, with over 75 participants and 20 

volunteers was a funfilled and thrilling experience of insightful 

and healthy debating for students.



Screening Mechanism 
for membership.  

The students who are interested to be a part of the 

club have to go through a screening test. 

Before the screening test they are given with the 

debate motions and during the selection process 

they are required to speak for or against the 

motions as directed by the selection head.



-Shreeya Dharmatti -

-Janaki Patil-

“My experience with the Parliamentary Debate Club has been 

nothing but absolutely enlightening. There's so much to learn 

and so much to grasp that it has always left me intrigued.

Every human is entitled to an opinion and it is equally 

important to hear and respect that opinion regardless you 

agree with it or not and this is one of the most pivotal thing I've 

learnt with being associated to this club!’’

‘‘A parliamentary debate requires you to come up with your arguments on 

the fly, using whatever prior knowledge and matter (research material) you 

have and this has helped articulate my ideas. PD club taught me to 

inculcate the sense of impromptu thinking, diplomacy,leadership and 

teamwork. Discussions have assisted me in taking account of all views and 

thereby made me learn to add consensus on how actual laws and sub 

ordinate laws are made. At last it helped me to boost my confidence’’
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